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SOBOLEV AND QUASICONFORMAL EXTENSION DOMAINS

MANOUCHEHR GHAMSARI

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle)

Abstract. A domain Del* has the quasiconformal extension property if

each quasiconformal self-map of D extends to a quasiconformal self-map of

R" ; D has the Sobolev extension property if there is a bounded linear oper-

ator A: Wx -"(D) —► Wx •"(R"). We consider the relation between the above

extension properties for n > 3 . We show that for domains quasiconformally

equivalent to a ball the quasiconformal extension property implies the Sobolev

extension property. We show that this is not true in general. Next the Sobolev

extension property does not imply the extension property for quasiconformal

maps which extend as homeomorphisms. Finally if G C R2 and if D = G xR

is quasiconformally equivalent to a ball, then D has the quasiconformal exten-

sion property if and only if D is a quasiball.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the study of ASquasiconformal self-maps of domains D c R", a com-

monly examined question is when each such map extends to a global K'-

quasiconformal self-map of R" , K' = K'(K). For simply connected domains

Del2, the problem has been solved; D has the quasiconformal extension

property if and only if D is a quasidisk, and a similar result for finitely con-

nected domains is due to Gehring and Hag [GH, Theorem 3.10].

In higher dimensions the problem is much harder even for domains which

are quasiconformally equivalent to B" . The reason is that in this case we have

only fragmentary information about the domains which can be mapped by a

quasiconformal map onto a ball in R" .

The domain D has the Sobolev extension property if there is a bounded

linear extension operator A:WX'"(D) -> WX'"(W). Jones established that

a simply connected bounded domain Gel2 has this property if and only
if G is a quasidisk [J, Theorem C]. In particular, he proved that the so-called

(e, S) domains have the Sobolev extension property [J, Theorem 2]. The (e, S)

domains contain uniform domains as a proper subclass; definitions are recalled

in §2>

As quasiconformal maps f:D -» R   are in W^n(D), it is natural to ask

how the quasiconformal extension property and the Sobolev extension property

are related for domains D in R".  In [GH, Example 4.4], Gehring and Hag
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constructed a quasiconformal self-map of a uniform domain D which carries

a flat boundary point to a nonflat one. Such a map does not have an extension

even to a homeomorphism of R" ; there the obstruction to quasiconformal ex-

tension is a topological one. It remains to see whether the Sobolev extension

property implies the quasiconformal extension property for those quasiconfor-

mal self-maps of D which are the restriction to D of self-homeomorphisms

of R . We show that quasiconformal self-maps of (e, a) domains need not

extend even when they extend as self-homeomorphisms of R" .

This paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries are given in §2; in §3 we

consider the quasiconformal extension property for domains quasiconformally

equivalent to the unit ball and show that the quasiconformal extension property

implies the Sobolev extension property for such domains. In §4 we show that

B2xR does not have the extension property for quasiconformal self-maps

which are the restriction to B2 x R of self-homeomorphisms of R3, and thus

the Sobolev extension property does not imply the quasiconformal extension

property even for such maps. We construct a bounded Jordan domain in §5

which has the quasiconformal but not the Sobolev extension property. In §6 we

characterize cylindrical domains in R3 which are quasiconformally equivalent

to 53 and have the quasiconformal extension property.

Some of the results in this paper constitute a part of my thesis. I would like

to thank my advisor, Professor F. W. Gehring, for suggesting the problem and

for his support during my study at the University of Michigan.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Extension property. We say that a domain Del" has the extension

property for a class of mappings &~ if each self-map / of D in &~ has an

extension to a self-map / of R or R" in &. We are interested in the above
extension property for the class of bilipschitz, quasisymmetric, or quasiconfor-
mal maps.

An embedding /: E c R" —► R" is L-billpschitz if for each pair of points
x, y £ E

\x-y\/L<\f(x)-f(y)\<L\x-y\,        L > 1.

An embedding /: X c Rfc -* R" is said to be n-quasisymmetric if there is a
homeomorphism n: [0, oo) —► [0, oo] such that

\x-a\< t\y - a\ => \f(x) - f(a)\ < n(t)\f(y) - f(a)\

for all a, x, y £ X and all t > 0. One can always assume that n(t) > t. See

[TVI] for properties of quasisymmetric maps.

Let D and D' be domains in R". A homeomorphism /: D -> D' is

K-quasiconformal if for each curve family r in D, M(Y)/K < M(f(Y)) <

KM(T), where M(T) is the modulus of T. For basic information about qua-
siconformal maps see [VI].

The following result relates the extension properties in the various classes of
maps indicated above.

2.2. Theorem [TV2, Theorem 2.19]. If n ^ 4 and if f:E c R" -» R" ts a
bilipschitz map, then f has an extension to a quasiconformal self-map of R" if

and only if f has an extension to a bilipschitz self map of R" .
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2.3. (e, S) domains. A domain Dei" is said to be c-uniform if each pair

of points jc and y in D can be joined by an arc y in D such that

[l(y)<c\x-y\,

K ' ' \min(/(y1),/(y2))<cdist(z,0Z)),

for each z £ y, where yx, y2 are the components of y\{z}. Next, D is an

(e, S) domain if (2.4) holds for all x, y in D for which \x - y\ < e and for
8 in the place of c. A bounded (e, S) domain is a uniform domain; B2 x R

is an (e, S) domain which is not uniform.

2.5. Definition. A domain D is c-quasiconvex if each pair of points x and

y in D can be joined by a path y in D such that l(y) < c\x - y\. Uni-
form domains are quasiconvex, and, in general, if D has the Sobolev extension

property, then D is quasiconvex [K, Theorem 5.8]; see also [GR, §6, Theorem

3.3].

In the proof of Theorem 6.1 we use the following result due to Vaisala for

cylinderical domains D = GxR,GcR2; D is quasiconformally equivalent

to B3 if and only if G is an inner chordarc domain [V3].

Let x be a boundary point of a domain D. We say that D is finitely

connected at x if x has arbitrarily small neighborhoods U so that UnD has

a finite number of components; n-connectedness at x is defined similarly. A

simply connected domain G c R2 with locally rectifiable boundary is c-inner

chordarc if it is finitely connected on the boundary and if, for each pair of finite

boundary points zx and z2, min(l(yx), l(y2)) < cX(zx,z2). Here yx and

y2 are the components separated by zx, z2 in the boundary and X(zx, z2) =

infl(P), where the infimum is taken over all open arcs P in G which join Zx

and z2 .
For a domain Del", dD, D, and D* = W\D denote the boundary,

the closure, and the exterior of D, respectively. The ball centered at x of
radius r is denoted by Bn(x, r), Sn~x(x, r) is its boundary, and H" = {x =

(xx, ..., xn):x„ > 0}. We use l(y) £ [0, oo] for the length of arcs y in R" ,

denote the closed segment between a pair of points Xx, x2 £ R" by [xx, x2],

and the closed subarc of y from xx to x2 is denoted by y[xx, x2].

3. Extension properties of domains
which are quasiconformally equivalent to a ball

3.1. Double-quasiball condition. We say that a bounded Jordan domain D c

R" satisfies the (c, K)-double-quasiball condition if for each b£dD\{oo} there

exist tf-quasiballs QcD, Q' c D* so that
(a) b£dQndQ';
(b) min(diam(Q), diam(Q')) > (l/c)diam(D).

If oo £ 3D, then (b) is replaced by
(b') for each r > 0 there exist Q, Q' such that min(diam«2), diam(Q'))

>r.

3.2. Theorem. Suppose that D is homeomorphic to Bn via a K-quasicon-

formal map f. If D has the quasiconformal extension property, then

(a) D is a b-uniform domain, b = b(K, n);
(b) D satisfies a double-quasiball condition.
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Proof, (a) First, D is a Jordan domain and / has a homeomorphic extension

to the closures [N2, Theorem 9.6]. After performing preliminary Mobius trans-

formations we may assume that oo £ 3D, f:Hn —> D, and / fixes the point

at oo.

We show that f\dHn is quasisymmetric. Choose xo, Xx, x2 £ dH" such

that \xx -Xo\ = \x2 -Xo\, and let cj> be the reflection in the bisector of [xi, x2].

Then g = f o 0 o f~x is a A^2-quasiconformal self-map of D . There is a K\-

quasiconformal self-map gx of R" which agrees with g on D, Kx = Kx (K),

by the extension property of D. We conclude that gx and hence g are nx -

quasisymmetric, nx = nx(K, n), and hence

\yi-yo\ <    (\yi-yo\\ _   (t)

where yj = f(xj) for j = 0, 1, 2.
Next if t < n7x(l), then nx(t) < 1 and by t < //i(l) we obtain tnx(t) < 1 ,

contradicting the above inequality. Thus t > n^l(l), and by symmetry 1/t >

tf[x(l). Hence

1 < \f(xx)-f(x0)\ w-(m-im\-i

H-\f(x2)-f(xo)\-H'        H~{*   (1))    '

whenever |jci - xq\ = \x2 - x$\. Therefore f\Hn is weakly //-quasisymmetric

and hence //'-quasisymmetric, n' = n'(K, n). By [V4, Theorem 5.6] both D

and D* are uniform.
(b) We assume that oo £ 3D and f:H" —> D is a quasiconformal map fixing

oo . Then by (a) / is //-quasisymmetric, D is uniform, and n = n(K, n). Fix

x £ 3D, r > 0, choose xx £ 3D so that \x - xx \ = r, and let a be a uniform

arc joining x and xx in D. If Xo is the midpoint of a then

dist(x0, 3D) > r/b = r'

and there is a point x' £ 3D such that |xo - x'\ = r'. Hence

\x - x'\ < \x — xo\ + \xo - x'\ < (1 + b)r.

Let y' = f~x(x'), y = f~x(x), and let xp be the translation of R" sending

y' to y. Then h = / o xp o f~x is a A^2-quasiconformal self-map of D, and

it has an extension to a AT'-quasiconformal map h of R" . Therefore h is

//-quasisymmetric and

\h(x') - h(x0)\       \\xo-x'\J

Therefore

\h(x') - h(xo)\ > \h(x) - h(x')\/H = \f(xp(y)) - f(w(y'))\/H

> \f(y) - f(y')\/Hn(l) = \x-x'\/Hn(l) = r/M,

because / is //-quasisymmetric, M = M(K, n).
If Q = h(Bn(x0,r)), then Q is a /C-quasiball in D, x £ 3Q, and

diam((2) > r/M. Similarly, we obtain a quasiball Q' in D* with the desired

properties.     □
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4. The Sobolev extension property

does not imply the quasiconformal extension property

The cylinder B2 xR is a simple example of a nonuniform (e, S) domain

which is quasiconformally equivalent to a ball. Of course, this domain does not

have the quasiconformal extension property because it is 2-connected at oo,

and any homeomorphism for which the cluster set of oo contains two distinct

points does not extend even as a homeomorphism. We consider the extension

problem for quasiconformal maps which do extend as homeomorphisms.

4.1. Theorem. The cylinder B2 x R does not have the extension property for

the class of quasiconformal maps fixing oo.

The proof starts at §4.2 and ends at §4.4 and is based on existence of a family

of "screw-type" self-maps of B2 x R with no extension to a quasiconformal self-

map of R3.

I wish to thank Professor J. Vaisala for his observation that the following

screw-type maps can be used to show that B2 xR does not have the extension

property for quasiconformal maps.

4.2. Screw-type mappings. Let (r, 6, t) denote the cylindrical coordinates of

a point x = (z, t) £ R3. Then the homeomorphism /: B2 x R -* B2 x R, where

fc(r, 6, t) = (r, 6 + ct, t), is said to be a screw-type mapping. We show that /

is bilipschitz in B2 x R. Let x = (r, 6, t), x' = (r', 6', t') be the cylinderical

coordinates of the points x and x' and let <f> = 6 + ct, 4>' = 6' + ct'. Then

\f(x) - fc(x')\2 = |rcosc/>-r'cos(7!/|2-r- \r sin cf) - r'sin ft \2 + \t-f\2

= r2 + r'2 - 2rr' cos(<£ - </>') + \t- t'\2

= \x- x'\2 + 2rr'[- cos(4> - </>') + cos(6 - 6')].

Next, using the inequality

| cos(a) - cos(b)\ = \a-b\\ sin(b + h(a - b))\ <\a- b\(\ sin(b)\ + \a- b\),

we obtain

| cos(<j> - tp') - cos(6 - 6')\ < \c\ \t - t'\{\ sin(6 - 0')l + |c| \t - t'\}.

In the triangle with vertices at 0, z, z',

sin(fl - d') _ sin(Z0z/z)

\z-z'\ r

by the "sine law", whence

\f(x) - f(x')\2 <\x- x'\2 + 2r'\c\ \t - t'\[\z - z'\ + \c\ \t - t'\]

<\x- x'\2 + 2\c\(l + \c\)\x - x'\2 = c'2\x - x'\2.

Therefore fc is c'-lipschitz and since /_c = f~x, f~x is also c'-lipschitz.

As a result f is d-bilipschitz and hence A^-quasiconformal,

K(f) = c'4 -f 1   as c -> 0.

For the rest of this section and §5 we let Lr = {(r, 0, t): t £ R} . For a path

P: [0, l]-tM2, P(s) ^ 0, the unique continuous function tp(s),

tp(s) = arg(p(s))   for s £ [0,1],  <p(0) £ [0, 2k),

will be denoted by arg(/7).
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4.3. Lemma. The cylinder B2 xR does not have the bilipshitz extension prop-

erty.

Proof. We show that the screw-type maps defined above do not have bilipschitz

extensions to R3. Set / = / , where fc is as in §4.2, and suppose that / is

an L-bilipschitz self-map of R3 which agrees with / on B2xl. Let r =

2L2 -(- 1, fix n > 4L(2L2 + 1), and consider the rectangle with vertices at

(1,0,0), (r,0,0), (r,0, n), (1,0, n). Suppose that y:[0, 1] — R3 is a
parametrization of the rectangle and that y(0) = y(l) = (1, 0, 0), y(sx) =

(r,0,0), y(s2) = (r,0,n),and y(s3) = (1,0, n). Then fi(s) = P ° fo y(s)
is a closed curve in R2 where P is the projection onto the plane t = 0.

We first show that argjff(l)-aigj&(0) = 0. For t£l = [0, 1 ], let H(t,s) =

(1 - t)y(s) + t(l, 0,0), let H' = fo H, and let H" = P o fo H. Then
H, H'.IxI ^ R3 are homotopies in R3\L0 and H" is a homotopy in R2\{0}.

But H"(0, s) = p(s) and H"(l, s) = P o f(\, 0, 0); hence, p is homotopic

to a point in R2\{0} and arg/?(l) - arg£(0) = 0. Therefore

\argp(Si) - argP(Q)\ = \argP(s3) - argjff(l)| = n.

We show that the above relation leads to a contradiction. If xe P[sx, s2],

then
j-   ,t,  x    n2    ^     dist(x, fi2 x R)      r-1
d\st(f(x) ,B2xR)>-i—2--'- = —— = 2L

because / is L-bilipschitz. Hence

n,   -, n,   M     KP[$i > ̂ l)      nL     n
|arg^0-arg^2)|<^LL^<_ = _

In addition, l(B[0, sx]) < l(f(y[0, sx])) <L(r-l)<n/4. Since dist(0, p) >
1, we obtain

\argP(sx) -argP(0)\ < n/4   and   \ arg p(s^) - arg P(s2)\ < n/4.

Combining the above inequalities, we obtain | arg/?(53)-arg/?(0)| < n/4+n/2+

n/4 = n , which is impossible.   D

4.4. Completion of the proof of Theorem 4.1. Let / be as in §4.2. Then / is

a bilipschitz self-map of B2 x R and Lemma 4.3 shows that / does not extend

to a bilipschitz self-map of R3. Therefore it does not have an extension to a

quasiconformal self-map of R3 by [TV2, Theorem 2.19].   □

One can replace f for f in the proof of Lemma 4.3 and obtain the follow-

ing result.

4.5. Theorem. For each e > 0, K = 1 + e, the cylinder B x R does not

have the extension property for the class of K-quasiconformal maps which have

a homeomorphic extension to R" .   D

5. The quasiconformal extension property
does not imply the sobolev extension property

In this section we construct a bounded domain G such that D = G x R

has the quasiconformal extension property. We then map D onto a bounded

domain D' by a Mobius map. The domain D' serves as an example of a

bounded Jordan domain which has the quasiconformal but not the Sobolev

extension property.
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5.1. Construction of G.   Let

[ ju2, 0<u<±,

8{U)-\x2(l-u)2,    i<M<l,

and let

G = {(u, v) £R2:\v\ <g(u), 0<«<1}.

Then G is symmetric with respect to v = 0. We let 3G± denote parts of 3G

for which ±v > 0 and define C± similarly. Except for the points (0, 0) and

(1,0) each boundary point of G is contained in a 2-chordarc subarc of 3G.

We next consider the domain G x R and prove the following result.

5.2. Theorem. The domain G x R has the quasiconformal extension property.

Proof. Let / be a A^-quasiconformal map of Gxl. We construct a K'-

quasiconformal map of R3 which agrees with /on 6x1,

(a) Boundary extension. We distinguish three distinct types of boundary

points for Gxl: the points on L0 = {(0,0, t)} and L, = {(1,0,/)} or
the wedge points, points on (3G+ U 3G-) x R, and the point at oo. For each

Xq £ (3G+ U 3G-) x R, there is a bilipschitz self-map of R3 which maps a

portion of 3G xR near xo into a hyperplane. This is not true for the other

two types of boundary points [GV, Theorem 10.5].

Fix xo £ 3G+xR and let yo £ C(f, Xo), the cluster set of xo ■ We show that

y0 £ (3G+U3G-)xR. If y0 # oo, then limx^xJ(x) = y0 by [VI, §17.13,
14]. On the other hand, x0 £ C(f~x,y0) and limy^yof~x(y) = x0 by the
same theorem. Therefore / extends to a homeomorphism /: (G x R) u {xo} -*
(CxR)u{j;o} and y0 £ (3G+ U3G-) x R, by [VI, §17].

If y0 = oo, then the above argument shows that C(f, x0) = {oo}, and for

w £ G we have either

f~l(w , t) -+ xo   as;->+oo,        or      f~x(w, t) —> xo   as?->-oo,

because G x R is quasiconformally collared at Xo and it is 2-connected at oo.

Hence a connected neighborhood of oo in G x R is mapped by / onto a neigh-
borhood of xo in GxR. This is impossible because GxR is quasiconformally

collared at xo but not at oo. Thus yo ^ oo and we are back to the previous

case.

We have shown that, for each x0 e (3G+ U 3G-) x R,

C(f, x0) = {y0} c (3G+ U 3G_) x R

and that C(f~x, yo) = {xo}. Therefore / has an extension to an embedding,

which we again denote by /, of (3G+ U 3G-) x R so that

f((3G+ U 3G-.) x R) c (3G+ U <3G_) x R.

We show that the above inclusion holds with equality. Choose y £
(3G+ U 3G-) x R and let {x} = C(f~x, y). Then C(f, x) = {y} and y £
f((3G+ U 3G-)) x R, whence

f((3G+ U 3G-) xR) = (3G+ U 3G-) x R.

In addition, f(3G+ xR) = 3G+xR or f(3G+ x R) = 3G- x R. Indeed if
x £ 3G+ x R and if f(x) £ 3G+ x R, then each x' £ 3G+ xR can be joined
to x by an arc P in 3G+ x R. Since P n L,■ = 0, f(P) n L,- = 0 for /' = 1, 2.
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Hence f(P) c 3G+ x R and thus f(x') £ 3G+ x R. Therefore we may assume

that f(3G+ xR) = 3G+ x R and f(3G- xR) = 3G- x K.
(b) Construction of the extension. For x = (u, v , t), z = (u, v),

, , x     <(u,\(v-g(u)),t)   ifwe[0, 1],
«l(X) = < .

{ x otherwise

is 2-bilipschitz, and hence is a 16-quasiconformal self-map of R3 and

hx(GxR) = G- xR,     hx(3G+ xR) = F,     hx(3G-xR) = 3G-xR,

where F = {(u, 0, ;):0< u < 1} .

Hence f = hx °/°//f' is a quasiconformal self-map of G_ x R and induces

a homeomorphism h2 on F. By [VI, Theorem 35.3] h2 is a quasiconformal

self-map of F. By repeated use of the reflection principle we extend h2 to a

quasiconformal self-map h-} of H2 = {(u, 0, t): u, t £ R} . By [A], //3 extends

to a quasiconformal map hi,:H3 —► H3, where H3 = {(u, v, t): v > 0}. Hence

J/lW    ifxGFU(C_xR),

is a quasiconformal self-map of (G.xI)ufUi/3, by [VI, §35.1]. Next

, , ,     ( x + g(u)e2   we [0, 1],
h5(x) = < ,       .

v x otherwise

is a 2-bilipschitz self-map of R3. In addition, h5(G- xR)u(FuH3) = H3, and

hence fi = h$ o f2 o h$ ' is a quasiconformal self-map of H3. By reflection, we

extend fi to a quasiconformal self-map fa of R3, and the desired extension

is
/ = hx~x o hj1 o/4 o/z5 o hx.   n

Let cj) be a Mobius map of R so that (f)(oo) = 0 and 0_I(oo) 0 D. Then
D' = 4>(D) is not quasiconvex. Thus by [K, Theorem 5.8] and by Mobius in-

variance of the quasiconformal extension property we have the following result.

5.3. Theorem. The domain D' has the quasiconformal but not the Sobolev ex-

tension property.   D

6. An extension theorem for cylindrical domains

6.1. Theorem. Suppose that G c R2 is a simply connected domain and that
D = G x R w K-quasiconformally equivalent to B3. Then the following are

equivalent.

(a) D is a quasiball.
(b) D has the extension property for quasiconformal maps.

(c) D satisfies the double-quasiball condition.

Proof,  (a) => (b): If D is a quasiball, there is a quasiconformal self-map xp

of R so that xp(B3) = D. Let / be a quasiconformal self-map of D. Then

/1 = ^~'o/o^isa quasiconformal self-map of B3 which we can extend to

a quasiconformal self-map f2 of R by reflection and F = xp o f2 o xp~x is the

desired extension.
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(b) => (c): This is proved in Theorem 3.2.
(c) =>■ (a): We first show that oo £ 3G. For if G is bounded, then there is

a quasiball (and hence 6-uniform) U c D so that oo £ 3U. If x e U, then

there is a ^-uniform arc P joining x to oo in Q c D. Choose x' £ P so that

|x - x'| > b diam G. Then dist(x', 3D) > (l/b)\x - x'| > diamC, which is
impossible.

Next, since G x R is ./if-quasiconformally equivalent to B3, G is a c-inner

chordarc domain, c = c(K), by [V3] and G is finitely connected on the bound-

ary. By the double-quasiball assumption 3D = 3D*, 3G = 3G*, and G is a
Jordan domain.

We next show that G is a quasidisk. Let y be a bounded arc in 3G from zx

to z2. If {a,} are the components of (zx, z2)\y , and if y,- is the subarc of y

having the same end points as aj, then diam(y) < £2 diam(yJ)+|z1 -z2|. Hence

to show that G is a quasidisk it is enough to check that diam(y) < c'\zx - z2\

for all z\ and z2 which are the end points of straight crosscuts of G or G*.
We consider the latter case; the other case is similar.

Choose a point z £ y such that \zj - z\ > (l/4)diam(y), 7 = 1,2. There

is a AT'-quasiball (and hence fe-uniform) Q' c D* containing x = (z, 0) in its
boundary so that diam((2') > 4b diam(y), by the hypothesis. Choose x' £ Q

so that |x -x'| > 2b diam(y), and let P be a Z>-uniform arc in Q' between x

and x'. If x" = (z", t") is the midpoint of P , then

dist(z", 3G) > dist(x", 3Q') > jrl(P) > diam(y).

As a result p n ([zx, z2] x I) / 0 and we can choose a point y = (w, t) £ P

so that w £ [zx, z2]. Thus

\zx - z2\ > dist(u;, 3G) <dist(y, 3Q') > j\y ~ A > 2Tdiam(y),

as desired.
We now show that G is a chordarc domain. Let y be a bounded arc in 3G

from Zx to z2. Since G is a quasidisk, it is ^'-uniform and there is an arc

P joining zx and z2 in G so that /(/?) < b'\zx - z2\. Since G is a c-inner

chordarc,

l(y) < cX(zx, z2) < cl(p) < cb'\zx - z2\,

and G is a chordarc domain.

Hence G* is also an inner chordarc domain and G* x R is quasiconformally

equivalent to 53. Finally, both D and D* are quasiconformally equivalent to

B3, and D is a quasiball by [Gl].   □
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